Welcome to the Clearview Regional High School
COURSE SELECTION WORKSHOP
INTRODUCTIONS
Significance of Course Selection
Strength of Clearview Curriculum (College Majors)
Clearview Destinations

Most Popular Colleges

1. Rowan College at Gloucester County
2. Rowan University
3. Temple University
4. Rutgers University
5. Stockton University
6. Drexel University
7. Virginia Tech
8. LaSalle, Monmouth, Neumann, West Chester, and TCNJ
Other Destinations
(Over the past several years)

- US Naval Academy
- US Air Force Academy
- Harvard
- Princeton
- Penn
- Columbia
- Duke, Bucknell, Lehigh, Lafayette, MIT
- University of Chicago/University of Michigan
- Top Vocational/Trade Schools/2 Year Colleges
“Right Fit”

BALANCE
TIMELINE
IMPORTANT COMPONENTS OF THE PROCESS

*JANUARY 14-29 – CLASS REGISTRATION IN PROCESS (CLASS PRESENTATIONS)

GOAL: FINALIZE YOUR ELECTIVE CHOICES

VIEW: ACADEMIC NEXT COURSE IN SEQUENCE OF STUDY – THIS COURSE IS NOT “CHANGE-ABLE” AT THIS TIME.
IMPORTANT COMPONENTS (CONTINUED)

* DURING THE 3\textsuperscript{RD} MARKING PERIOD, \textit{INDIVIDUAL ADVISEMENT} MEETINGS CONDUCTED WITH SCHOOL COUNSELOR

\textbf{PURPOSE:} TO REVIEW CURRENT ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE, IDENTIFY FUTURE GOALS, MODIFY ANY COURSE REQUESTS IF NECESSARY.

TEACHER INPUT AND FEEDBACK WILL TAKE PLACE AT THIS TIME WHEN REQUIRED.
IMPORTANT COMPONENTS (CONTINUED)

* **APRIL**: TEACHER REVIEW OF ACADEMIC REQUESTS; TEACHER RECOMMENDATIONS, IF DIFFERENT FROM REQUEST, COMMUNICATED TO SCHOOL COUNSELOR/STUDENT.

* **JUNE 1**: DEADLINE TO CHANGE YOUR ELECTIVE COURSE REQUEST (EVERY EFFORT MADE TO ACCOMMODATE BUT DECREASED LIKELIHOOD OF ENROLLMENT IN THAT CLASS). (DO NOT DO THIS).
IMPORTANT COMPONENTS (CONTINUED)

* **MID TO LATE AUGUST:** YOUR 2016-17 SCHEDULE IS “VIEW-ABLE” IN POWERSCHOOL
14,400
High School Graduation Requirements
130 Credits
(Each Class = 5 credits)
CLEARVIEW FAST FACTS...

- Seventeen (17) Advanced Placement (AP) courses
- Over 200 students enrolled in AP course(s)
- Over 50 AP Scholars
- College Board Recognition – AP Honor Roll
- High SAT Scores in County/Region
- Over 40 co-curricular clubs/activities
- Over 20 athletic programs
Resources to Assist You:

• CRHS Website/Program of Studies expected to be available at end of Jan.

• Class Registration Feature in PowerSchool (Jan. 14-Jan. 29)

• Classroom presentations for ALL students in grades 8-11

• Course Selection Grade Level sheets

• Your School Counselor (always!)